Hasbro 2022 Product Descriptions - Revealed February 17, 2022
BEYBLADE BURST QUADDRIVE INTERSTELLAR DROP BATTLE SET
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2/Approx. Retail Price: $66.99/Available: Fall 2022)
Beyblade QuadDrive tech puts the future of Beyblade battling in your hands with the first ever
4-in-1 top! QuadDrive tops can be configured in 4 ways, for 4 ways to strategize, 4 ways to
customize, 4 modes to battle, and 4 modes to win! Modify your top to gain the battle
advantage. Customize the battle on 2 levels with the Interstellar Drop Battle Set! Comes with
Interstellar Drop Beystadium, 2 right/left-spin launchers, 2 extra Armor Tips, and 2-sided
removable disc. Also includes 2 right-spin QuadDrive tops: Devastate Evo Belfyre B7 G01 QD06
TS22-Q A07 and Prominence Phoenix P7 G10 QD03 TB16-Q D05. Battle on the top level of the
Beystadium, then remove the disc, drop through the Warp Hole, and take the battle to the drop
level. Swap Armor Tips to change the top type. Scan code on QuadDrive tops to battle in the
Beyblade Burst app!
MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE MONSTER HUNTERS 6-INCH ACTION FIGURE ASSORTMENT
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $11.99 /Available: April 2022)
THE AVENGERS MECH STRIKE MONSTER HUNTERS ACTION FIGURE ASSORTMENT features
monster-ized design and detail, inspired by the MARVEL UNIVERSE. Kids can imagine monstersized action and adventure with iconic MARVEL characters, including BLACK PANTHER, IRON
MAN, THOR, and more. The figures include unique design and detail and multiple points of
articulation for poseable fun. Each sold separately, subject to availability. Exclusively available at
Walmart.
MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTERS MONSTER PUNCH THANOS FIGURE
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $34.99/Available: April 2022)
Kids can imagine charging into monster-sized action and adventure with MARVEL AVENGERS
MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTERS action figures! Inspired by the MARVEL UNIVERSE, these 6inch-scale Monster Hunters toys feature classic-inspired design and detail with a twist. Boys and
girls will love pretending to battle monstrous versions of MARVEL villains with everyone's favorite
MARVEL Super Heroes! This deluxe action figure is detailed to look like the THANOS character
from the MARVEL UNIVERSE. Includes premium design and detail, multiple points of articulation
for poseable fun, and a fun monster punch attack feature. Exclusively available at Walmart.
MARVEL MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTERS CAPTAIN AMERICA MONSTER BLAST SHIELD
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $22.99/Available: April 2022)
CAPTAIN AMERICA gears up in a massive, bio-organic mech suit to battle monster-ized villains,
armed with his MONSTER BLAST SHIELD. Pull back on the monster eye icon to activate the popopen shield, then press the button on the handle to fire a NERF dart for monster-blasting action.
Kids can imagine battling MARVEL villains with this MONSTER HUNTERS roleplay toy, inspired by
the MARVEL UNIVERSE. Includes Gauntlet, 3 NERF projectiles, and instructions. Exclusively
available at Walmart.
MARVEL MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTERS IRON MAN MONSTER BLAST BLADE
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $22.99 /Available: April 2022)
IRON MAN gears up in a massive, bio-organic mech suit to battle monster-ized villains, armed
with his MONSTER BLAST BLADE. Pull back on the monster eye icon to activate the pop-out blade,
then press the button on the handle to fire a NERF dart for blasting action. Kids can imagine
battling MARVEL villains with this MONSTER HUNTERS roleplay toy, inspired by the MARVEL
UNIVERSE. Includes Gauntlet, 3 NERF projectiles, and instructions. Exclusively available at
Walmart.

MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTER SUIT CAPTAIN AMERICA FIGURE
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $23.99/Available: April 2022)
Kids can imagine charging into action and adventure with the MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE:
MONSTER HUNTER SUIT CAPTAIN AMERICA action figure! Inspired by the MARVEL UNIVERSE, this
6-inch-scale CAPTAIN AMERICA toy features classic-inspired design and detail with a big twist.
Boys and girls will love pretending to battle monstrous versions of MARVEL villains with battleready versions of their favorite MARVEL Super Heroes! This deluxe action figure is detailed to
look like the iconic CAPTAIN AMERICA character from the MARVEL UNIVERSE. The collectible
figure features premium design and detail, multiple points of articulation for poseable fun, and
hidden cannon-reveal action. Exclusively available at Walmart.
MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTER SUIT IRON MAN FIGURE
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $23.99/Available: April 2022)
Kids can imagine charging into action and adventure with MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE:
MONSTER HUNTER SUIT IRON MAN action figure! Inspired by the MARVEL UNIVERSE, this 6-inchscale IRON MAN toy features classic-inspired design and detail with a big twist. Boys and girls will
love pretending to battle monstrous versions of MARVEL villains with battle-ready versions of
their favorite MARVEL Super Heroes! This deluxe action figure is detailed to look like the iconic
IRON MAN character from the MARVEL UNIVERSE. The collectible figure features premium design
and detail, multiple points of articulation for poseable fun, and hidden cannon-reveal action.
Exclusively available at Walmart.
MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTERS DELUXE ACTION FIGURE ASSORTMENT
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $23.99 /Available: April 2022)
TONY STARK and DR. STRANGE use science and magic to upgrade the AVENGERS’ armor so they
can battle DOCTOR DOOM and his monster-ized villains! Kids can imagine charging into action
and adventure with MARVEL AVENGERS MECH STRIKE: MONSTER HUNTERS action figures!
Inspired by the MARVEL UNIVERSE, these 6-inch-scale MONSTER HUNTERS toys feature classicinspired design and detail with a big twist. Boys and girls will love pretending to battle monstrous
versions of MARVEL villains with battle-ready versions of their favorite MARVEL Super
Heroes! The deluxe action figures are detailed to look like the iconic IRON MAN and CAPTAIN
AMERICA characters from the MARVEL UNIVERSE. The assortment features premium design and
detail, multiple points of articulation for poseable fun, and hidden cannon-reveal action.
Exclusively available at Walmart.
MARVEL SPIDEY AND HIS AMAZING FRIENDS SPIDER CRAWL-R PLAYSET
(HASBRO/Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $89.99 /Available: Fall 2022)
Web-out with the exciting SPIDEY AND HIS AMAZING FRIENDS SPIDER CRAWL-R HQ PLAYSET! This
2-in-1 mobile playset with lights and sounds converts from a large-scale rolling vehicle into a 2foot-tall HQ tower! When the playset is in HQ tower mode, kids can imagine planning missions at
the command center, staging a pretend show using the included instrument accessories,
swinging on the web arm, and more! Pull out the ramp, and the SPIDEY action figure can
speed down on the included motorcycle! In vehicle mode, preschoolers can eject the web
bumper to knock troublemakers out of the way! With lights, sounds, and phrases inspired by the
preschool MARVEL show, kids ages 3 and up will love imagining sensational adventures with this
playset. Includes converting vehicle playset, a poseable Spidey action figure, a motorcycle that
the Spidey figure can ride, and 3 musical accessory pieces so kids can pretend to rock
out. Available at most major retailers.

POWER RANGERS DINO FURY MEGAFURY SABER
(Ages 5 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $38.99 Available: 8/1/2022)
When an army of powerful alien beings is unleashed on Earth threatening life as we know it, a
brand-new team of POWER RANGERS, fueled by the pre-historic power of the dinosaurs, are
recruited to deal with the threat in the POWER RANGERS DINO FURY TV series! The POWER
RANGERS DINO FURY MEGAFURY SABER is an electronic toy that features color-changing LEDs,
and motion-activated light and sound effects inspired by season two of POWER RANGERS DINO
FURY. When kids swing with the Megafury Saber, or if they press the button on the handle, the
sounds and lights will trigger, allowing kids to imagine their favorite Dino Fury Ranger wielding
the Megafury Saber and taking on the evil Sporix Beasts! Unique sound effects can also be
triggered by pressing the Megafury Saber handle to the Dino Knight Morpher. With the Megafury
Saber, anyone can be a Ranger! Find other POWER RANGERS figures and gear, including POWER
RANGERS DINO FURY toys, to expand the morphinomenal action. Each sold separately. Available
now at most major toy retailers nationwide.
STAR WARS MISSION FLEET BOBA FETT STARSHIP AND 2.5-INCH FIGURE SET
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $41.99/Available: 10/01/22)
Blast off into galactic action with the STAR WARS MISSION FLEET BOBA FETT STARSHIP AND 2.5INCH figure set! This figure and vehicle set includes a BOBA FETT action figure with fully poseable
arms, legs, and head, as well as design and detail inspired by THE BOOK OF BOBA FETT live-action
series. The STAR WARS MISSION FLEET BOBA FETT STARSHIP AND 2.5-INCH figure set features a
gravity-defying rotating cockpit, fuselage opening, and projectile ports to attach blasters. This set
is a great gift for any STAR WARS fan, and includes 2 repositionable blasters, 2 projectiles, a
handheld blaster accessory, and an attachable jetpack accessory. Available at most major
retailers.
TRANSFORMERS: BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES DINOBOTS UNITE SMASH CHANGER
OPTIMUS PRIME
(Ages 6 & Up/ Approx. Retail Price: $31.49 Available: October 2022)
Smash into battle with TRANSFORMERS SMASH CHANGERS! This OPTIMUS PRIME figure stands at
9 inches and can convert from truck to robot mode in 3 steps by smashing! Each smashing
motion activates a conversion step. Kids can manually convert back to OPTIMUS PRIME’s alt
mode in 11 steps. This OPTIMUS PRIME toy robot is inspired by the Noble Leader character in the
Transformers: Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures cartoon, as seen on the official TRANSFORMERS
YouTube channel and Netflix. The war between heroic AUTOBOTS and evil DECEPTICONS
continues in the 2-part series finale of Transformers: Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures animated
series. As a powerful new threat targets CYBERTRON, it is up to GRIMLOCK and his new friends,
the DINOBOTS, to unite and save the planet! Discover the unique powers and skills of each
BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES character and see how those powers will be used to
defend CYBERTRON… or threaten it. Collect other TRANSFORMERS: BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE
ADVENTURES figures inspired by the animated series -- one of the best ways to introduce young
kids and new fans to the exciting world of TRANSFORMERS (each sold separately, subject to
availability). Available at most major toy retailers.

NERF ULTRA SPEED BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $71.99/Available: 8/1/2022)
Bring superior speed to the battle! The NERF ULTRA SPEED BLASTER is the fastest-firing NERF
ULTRA BLASTER, unleashing 7 darts per second with fully-motorized dart blasting (requires 6x
1.5v C alkaline batteries not included). The blaster includes two 12-dart clips -- launch a dozen
darts in a row from 1 clip, then load the second clip to pour on a dozen more. The blaster also
comes with 24 NERF ACCUSTRIKE ULTRA foam darts, the most accurate NERF ULTRA darts. With
speed and accuracy at your fingertips, you're ready to take the lead in NERF games. Eyewear
recommended (not included). Available at most major toy retailers.
NERF FORTNITE COMPACT SMG MOTORIZED DART BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $38.99 /Available: 8/1/2022)
Inspired by the equipment used in Fortnite, the NERF FORTNITE COMPACT SMG MOTORIZED
DART BLASTER comes in the Ultra Red Wrap from the popular video game! Power up lots of fastblasting fun with this motorized dart blaster that unleashes 8 darts in a row. Hold down the
acceleration button to activate the motor then pull the trigger to blast 1 dart. The COMPACT SMG
MOTORIZED DART BLASTER includes 8 Official NERF ELITE foam darts that load into the blaster's
internal 8-dart clip. Official NERF darts are great for indoor and outdoor battles and are tested
and approved for performance and quality. A rubberized grip helps you keep a firm hold on the
blaster as you take aim at your targets. Eyewear recommended (not included). Requires 4x 1.5v
AA alkaline batteries (not included).
NERF ROBLOX ZOMBIE ATTACK: VIPER STRIKE DART BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $44.99 /Available: 8/1/2022)
Launch into dart-blasting zombie battles with the NERF ROBLOX ZOMBIE ATTACK: VIPER STRIKE
DART BLASTER! Inspired by the Roblox experience Zombie Attack by wenlocktoad vs indra, the
blaster includes a special code that allows you to redeem an exclusive virtual item on Roblox!*
Sink your fangs into dart-blasting fun with this blaster that features a cool snake design and
includes a removable 6-dart clip and 6 NERF ELITE foam darts and has bolt-action priming. Load
the clip, slide the priming bolt, and pull the trigger to blast 1 dart. Use the attached bipod to help
steady your aim and fold it up when not in use. The nonremovable scope helps with targeting.
Official NERF darts are tested and approved for performance and quality and are great for indoor
and outdoor games. Eyewear recommended (not included).
NERF MINECRAFT SABREWING MOTORIZED BOW
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $44.99 /Available: 8/1/2022)
NERF and Minecraft come together to bring you the NERF MINECRAFT SABREWING MOTORIZED
BOW that takes its inspiration from the popular game, Minecraft Dungeons! Experience real bow
action and motorized dart blasting. Pull back the string with the priming handle to power up the
motor, and press the blast button to fire 1 dart. The bow includes an 8-dart clip, so go ahead and
unleash 8 darts in a row before it's time to reload. The NERF MINECRAFT SABREWING
MOTORIZED BOW includes 8 official NERF ELITE foam darts that are tested and approved for
performance and quality and are great for indoor and outdoor NERF battles. Eyewear
recommended (not included). Requires 4x 1.5v AA alkaline batteries (not included).

PEPPA PIG ALL AROUND PEPPA’S TOWN PLAYSET
(Ages & 3 years & up/ Approx. Retail Price: $66.99/Available: Fall 2022)
It’s time to visit Peppa’s hometown with the All Around Peppa’s Town playset! With its adjustable
track, it can be arranged in several different ways, so the path around Peppa’s town can look
different. It comes with a Mummy’s red car vehicle, and a removable Peppa figure. Little piggies
can push the car around the track and when it rolls over one of 4 hotspots, they’re rewarded with
sounds, music, and phrases! A narrator then begins one of 3 story-starters, encouraging them to
proceed to a certain destination. Kids can follow the story suggestion, or continue on their own
adventure, with sounds to encourage them on their way! They’ll drive by Peppa’s house, the
schoolhouse, the playground, and Mr. Bull’s construction site. Remove Peppa from the car to
play in the three playset destinations with accessories included.
PEPPA PIG KIDS ONLY CLUBHOUSE
(Ages & 3 years & up/ Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Fall 2022)
Preschoolers and Peppa fans ages 3 and up are sure to feel like real members of Peppa’s Club
when they’re playing with the Peppa’s Kids-Only Clubhouse playset. Inspired by the location from
entertainment, the playset features a moveable wall depicting stop and bakery backdrops. Place
a figure on the hotspot to hear clubhouse sounds and phrases from entertainment! What will
Peppa and her friend Rebecca be pretending today?
PJ MASKS ANIMAL POWER CHARGE & ROAR POWER CAT
(Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $68.99/Available: 8/1/22)
The PJ Masks Animal Power Charge and Roar Power Cat is ready to speed into action! Inspired by
the show, this motorized Cat Stripe King toy has wheels on his feet; press the buttons on his back
to see his head and shoulders light up, hear awesome battle-ready roaring sounds, and see him
charge forward and rear up on his hind legs to a height of 12 inches! This PJ Masks toy is
equipped with amazing Hasbro Hero ID technology, which recognizes Hero ID-compatible 3-inch
PJ Masks action figures as heroes or villains and even activates some character-specific lights,
sounds, and phrases! (Catboy action figure included. Other figures sold separately. Subject to
availability.)
PLAY-DOH KITCHEN CREATIONS ULTIMATE ICE CREAM TRUCK PLAYSET
(HASBRO/Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: 94.99/Available: 8/1/22)
Turn your play space into the ULTIMATE PLAY-DOH ICE CREAM TRUCK party! The ULTIMATE ICE
CREAM TRUCK PLAYSET is a life size kitchen set that gives kids a big space to express their big
imaginations. Create so many pretend treats with the 27 tools and soft-serve station, customize
the creations with the sprinkle maker, tools, and candy molds, and check out customers at the
register. Fun realistic music and cash register sounds will make kids feel like they’re really running
their own ice cream truck while 12 cans of PLAY-DOH modeling compound give them all the
colors they need to get started. Kids can play together whether they are creating pretend PLAYDOH ice cream or act as the customer and make play money with molds from the cash register!
The toy food truck was also designed with parents in mind with lots of storage and easy ways to
clean up when the fun is done for the day! The truck's "hood" is a locking bin that helps grownups
decide when it's time to bring out the PLAY-DOH cans, allowing kids to play with the ULTIMATE
ICE CREAM TRUCK PLAYSET even if the PLAY-DOH is away. Available at most major toy retailers
nationwide.

BABY ALIVE PRINCESS ELLIE GROWS UP! DOLL
(HASBRO/Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $62.99/Available: 8/1/22)
When will she grow into a gorgeous princess? BABY ALIVE PRINCESS ELLIE GROWS UP! talking doll
really grows little by little with kids’ care and responds with 75+ sounds and phrases. A twinkly
chime plays whenever she grows! When she’s a baby, she slowly grows with rocking, giving her
a pacifier and pretending to feed her with her pretend sippy cup and bowl/spoon. Bouncing
movements and pretend feeding and drinking will help her keep growing as she
gets taller. Kids ages 3 and up will have fun tracking her height with the included growth chart
and styling her with dress-up baby doll accessories! Available at most major toy retailers
nationwide.
MY LITTLE PONY MUSICAL MANE MELODY PLAYSET
(Ages 3 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $41.99/ Available: 8/1/22)
Make Your Mark at Mane Melody: Maretime Bay's first combo salon/karaoke stage from the My
Little Pony: Make Your Mark show. Musical Mane Melody is 2-in-1 playset with pony-activated
lights and sounds, containing On one side is a salon with mane-dryer, closet for storing
accessories, and pretend rainbow mirror. Open the other side to discover a karaoke stage with
lights and sounds. To activate music, press the "play" button or plug ponies into the stage. Each
Hoof to Heart character will activate unique lights and music! Includes 3-inch Sunny Starscout
and Princess Petals pony figures, and Sparky Sparkeroni baby dragon figure. Includes 16 fashion
and story accessories, including 2 plug-in Cutie Mark charms. Look for Cutie Mark Magic ponies
and more to activate different reactions! Each sold separately. Subject to availability. Available at
most major retailers nationwide.
MY LITTLE PONY MINI WORLD MAGIC CRYSTAL KEYCHAINS
(Ages 5 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $5.19/ Available: 8/1/22)
Build your world of magical mini friends from across Equestria! My Little Pony Mini World Magic
sets consist of tiny scenes and adorable characters inspired by the My Little Pony: Tell Your Tale
series on YouTube. Collectible figures are 1 inch tall with character-inspired looks and plug-in
accessories. Crystal Keychain sets contain 11 pieces and come in a crystal-shaped keychain
carrying case that can be connected to a backpack for on the go fun. Plug accessories into the
keychain base to create mini scenes for adorable pony pals. Look for Hitch Trailblazer, Izzy
Moonbow, Princess Pipp Petals, and other pony friends to create the word of Equestria. Each sold
separately. Subject to availability. Available at most major retailers nationwide.
MY LITTLE PONY MINI WORLD MAGIC COMPACT CREATIONS
(Ages 5 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $15.99/ Available: 8/1/22)
Build your world of magical mini friends from across Equestria! My Little Pony Mini World Magic
sets consist of tiny scenes and adorable characters inspired by the My Little Pony: Tell Your Tale
series on YouTube. Each Compact Creation set contains over 40 pieces and comes with 2
adorable 1 inch tall figures. Plug accessories and scene-building pieces into the playset to create
mini worlds. Some accessories have a fun color-change reveal when you add water! Everything
comes in a Cutie Mark-shaped compact case so kids can take their pony scenes on the go. Each
Compact Creation set is inspired by a different location in entertainment. Look for Maretime Bay,
Bridlewood Forest, and Zephyr Heights to create the word of Equestria. Each sold separately.
Subject to availability. Available at most major retailers nationwide.

MY LITTLE PONY MINI WORLD MAGIC EPIC MINI CRYSTAL BRIGHTHOUSE
(Ages 5 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $26.49/ Available: 8/1/22)
Build your world of magical mini friends from across Equestria! My Little Pony Mini World Magic
sets consist of tiny scenes and adorable characters inspired by the My Little Pony: Tell Your Tale
series on YouTube. Epic Mini Crystal Brighthouse contains over 60 pieces including 5 adorable 1
inch tall figures: Sunny Starscout, Zipp Storm, Posey Bloom, Daring Flare, and Maverick Mauve.
Plug character-inspired accessories and scene-building tools into the playset to customize the
Crystal Brighthouse, then build paper scenes with pop-out buildings inspired by Maretime Bay.
Some accessories have a fun color-change reveal when you add water! Everything fits inside the
carrying case for on-the-go fun. Available at most major retailers nationwide.
CLUE TREACHERY AT TUDOR MANSION ESCAPE & SOLVE MYSTERY GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 10 years & up/Players: 1-6/Approx. Retail Price: $16.99 /Available: Fall 2022)
You're a guest at Mr. Boddy's mansion when suddenly you hear a shriek, the lights go out and you
find Mr. Boddy dead! You and your fellow players are then put to the ultimate test: Work
together to escape the mansion, as well as determine who killed Mr. Boddy, where they did it
and with what weapon. The Clue Treachery at Tudor Mansion Escape & Solve Mystery game
offers classic Clue characters and stories in a compelling escape room experience that lets players
start playing straight away with limited setup. The dynamic gameboard is built room-by-room as
players explore the mansion, draw cards, solve puzzles, unlock new rooms and uncover clues.
After escaping the mansion, players review the clues they've gathered to make a correct
accusation and win the game! Everyone has a role to play in this collaborative experience, and
even if players don't get every single clue, they still have a shot to deduce the solution to the
mystery with the evidence at hand! The 1-6 player game is for ages 10 and up.
CLUE: BRIDGERTON EDITION GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 17 years & up/Players: 3-6/Approx. Retail Price: $27.99 /Available: Spring 2022)
Get ready to be immersed in secrets, rumors, and revealing the truth. In the Clue: Bridgerton
Edition board game, Lady Whistledown has requested your assistance in uncovering the scandal
of the season! One young lady or lord has been embroiled in a scandal of the heart, and it's up to
you to discover who it was, how they were caught, and the location of the tryst. Players soon
realize that no one is safe from Whistledown's pen when they draw Scandal cards. The cards can
help you reveal clues and get closer to solving the mystery, but they will also ask you to confess
secrets, such as sharing the story of your first kiss! Are you ready to trade your own secrets for
secrets in the game? Whoever makes a correct accusation wins the game and their efforts will be
revealed in Lady Whistledown's Society Paper. Bridgerton fans will love the intrigue and scandals
familiar to the show in this board game for 3-6 players, ages 17 and up.
CONNECT 4 SPIN GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2/Approx. Retail Price: $21.99/Available: Fall 2022)
It's grid-spinning, game-changing fun in this strategic game of weights and balances! Players
choose where to put their disc into the grid, and then spin the column to line them up. They need
to get 4 in a row--horizontally, vertically, or diagonally --to win. But they also need to keep an eye
out for their opponent's disc placement before spinning or they might throw them a victory. Each
set of discs includes a weighted disc that can change the game in an instant. With 2 game modes,
Beginner and Expert, the CONNECT 4 SPIN game is a great choice for a family game night and play
dates for 2 players and kids ages 8 and up. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.

MONOPOLY TRAVEL WORLD TOUR GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2-4/Approx. Retail Price: $21.99/Available: Fall 2022)
The Monopoly Travel World Tour board game is a twist on classic Monopoly gameplay that has
players discovering and visiting exciting travel destinations. Players buy destinations, complete
travel goals, and stamp the dry-erase gameboard with their token stamper to win. Create
memories with the Travel Journal cards that become part of the gameplay in future games and
learn fun facts about locations across the globe along the way. What a great game for travel
buffs! This travel edition of the Monopoly game is a fun game for a family game night and it's a
great game for kids 8 and up.
MONOPOLY: BRIDGERTON EDITION GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 17 years & up/Players: 2-6/Approx. Retail Price: $27.99/Available: Spring 2022)
In the Monopoly: Bridgerton Edition board game you'll promenade to some wonderfully
decadent places in Regency London, buying as many properties as you can to raise your social
standing in the Ton. But be warned, Dear Reader, the Lady Whistledown deck could bring a
scandal to your door! The Monopoly tokens feature iconic symbols, and gameboard spaces
feature familiar locations and events such as Danbury Ball, Hastings House, and the Boxing Gym.
If you're the last player with coins, you win! What a delightful gift for Bridgerton fans who can't
get enough of the popular series on Netflix. The 2-6 player game is for adults and teens, ages 17
and up. Available exclusively at Target.
MONOPOLY: FALL GUYS EDITION GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2-4/Approx. Retail Price: $27.99/Available: 3/1/2022)
In this exciting edition of the Monopoly game, players buy up as many Rounds as they can. The
more Rounds they own, the more Kudos they can collect. Players move around the board as a Fall
Guys character token, performing wild actions such as jumping, grabbing, and falling to victory!
Besides dodging the 3D obstacles, players collect valuable Crowns when passing Go, and roll the
Knockout die to change gameplay. The Monopoly: Fall Guys Ultimate Knockout Edition game
makes a fun birthday gift or holiday gift for players ages 8 and up.
SORRY SLIDERS: FALL GUYS EDITION GAME
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2-4/Approx. Retail Price: $27.99 /Available: 3/1/2022)
Slide, collide and score to win in this exciting kids board game. In the Sorry! Sliders Fall Guys
Ultimate Knockout game, players get 4 Fall Guys pawns that roll. Using the gameboards and unit
sections, create 4 different game modes, such as Dizzy Heights, Slime Climb, Whirlygig and Hex-aGone. Then take turns sliding and aiming the pawns towards the gameboard target in an attempt
to score the most points and get the crown token. Players will have a blast making their way
through Fall Guys obstacle courses as they knock into opponents while trying not to get knocked
out, bumped back, or moved off the board. It’s a race to be the first player to get all 4 scoring
pawns to home base on the score tracker to win the crown. The player who wins the crown in the
most rounds over all wins the game! This is a fun board game for kids 8 and up, and it's a great
choice for a family game night.

